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Minél különösebb valami, annál kevésbe rejtélyes Sherlock Holmes kalandjai

The big ques+on: How do we demonstrate that the more curious a phenomenon
seems, the less mysterious it actually is?
Q1: What ensures the learnability of complex inﬂec+onal systems?
H1: (Partly) the inferen+al organiza+on that emerges and inheres in complex
inﬂec+onal systems: I(ntegra+ve) complexity as constrained by the Low Entropy
Conjecture.
Contributory ques+ons:
Q2: What is the nature of word internal structure?
Q3: What is the nature of paradigm organiza+on?
Q4: What is the nature of learning as it relates to paradigm organiza+on?
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Outline of the presenta&on
And the end of all our exploring
Will be to arrive where we started
And know the place for the ﬁrst &me.
T. Eliot LiOle Gidding V

1. The empirical challenge and the problems it raises: Finnish
2. Words and Paradigms as Part/Whole rela+ons: Uralic and
Western Nilo+c
3. Quan+fying rela+ons between words: Pite Saami
4. Back to Finnish
5. Conclusions
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1. The empirical challenge and the problems it raises
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A fundamental learnability problem
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A fundamental learnability problem
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A fundamental learnability problem
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The basic challenge

Q1: How can a Finnish child reliably predict e.g., the singular transla+ve 1sg person
possessor koirakseni `turn into my dog’ given knowledge of e.g., the nomina+ve singular
koira for the LEXEME cat, as well as all correctly produce all other forms of this lexeme?
Q2: How does she extrapolate to the full set(s) of forms for all other LEXEMEs?
Alterna+vely, how do speakers reduce the uncertainty of predic+ng one wordform from
knowledge of another (pa\ern of) wordforms?
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Expressions of despair (see Baerman To Appear on Seri for another big challenge)
Andersen on Dinka (Western Nilo+c): (but, see Baerman on Nuer 2012 on related language Nuer)
From the very beginning of linguis&c research on Dinka, it has been noted that number inﬂec&on of nouns in this
language is irregular. Mi\erutzner (1866:15) and Beltrame (1880:22–24) stated that there is no general rule for forming
the plural from the singular, and both authors made observa+ons about the types of phone+c diﬀerences exis+ng
between the singular form and the plural form of a noun… That number inﬂec+on of simple na+ve nouns, such as those
… above, is indeed irregular and unpredictable, has recently been established by Ladd et al. (2009). The plural form
cannot be predicted from the singular form, nor can the singular form be predicted from the plural form, and the
number inﬂec&on may appear to be totally irregular. 2014: 226

Carstairs-McCarthy on Polish:
If the Plural were taken into account, too, the amount of blurring could not decrease and might even increase, as is
suggested by de Bray's gloomy comment (1980, p. 273): "the student has to learn for each [noun], apart from the Nom.
sing., at least the Gen. sing. and Nom. and Gen. p1. as well, and preferably also the Dat. and Loc. sing. 2000:818

Vajda on Ket (Eurasian Isolate)
The lexical entry of each Ket ﬁnite verb therefore contains, in addi&on to its purely deriva&onal morpheme shapes, a
formula that predetermines the conﬁgura&on of its actant agreement markers. This formula cannot be predicted in
the grammar based on any overall set of syntac&c func&ons, seman&c roles, or other formal stem features....This
strategy necessitates the unprecedented claim that most inﬂec+on-bearing posi+ons in the Ket verb are speciﬁed
idiosyncra+cally by the lexical entry of each individual stem. Though ﬁnite verb morphemes are agglu&na&ve on a
phonological level, with separator elements o^en appearing between them, seman&cally they exhibit a network of
extended and mul&ple exponences that rivals the most fusional of languages.
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A simple(minded) answer
A: If each verb LEXEME has a single stem and each dis+nct morphosyntac+c category e.g.,
case has a unique marker or exponent for each of its values, i.e., NOM, TRANS..., the solu+on
is easy:
Morphotac+c schema: [lexical stemN - CASE - POSS]
1. koira-kse-ni
dog-TRANS-1SG.POSS
`into my dog’
Reﬂects Corbe\’s opera+ve no+on of canonical inﬂec+onal encoding, i.e., the logical
extreme in three dimensions of word encoding (Brown et. al. 2013, Corbe\ 2015)
a) unique morphotac+cs,
b) unique stem, and
c) unique morphological marker that models e.g. agglu+na+ve systems like Turkish
Canonical inﬂec+onal encoding func+ons as a locus from the simplest encoding pa\ern
between morphosyntac+c categories and forms for tracking cross-linguis+c devia+ons
from it: it has no norma&ve (or universal) theore&cal status, simply a heuris&c taxonomic
one and, thereby, diﬀers from many morpheme-based proposals (see Siddiqi & Harley eds.
Morphological Metatheory (to appear) for compe+ng views)
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Problems with the simple answer
Straighqorward alignments of morphological feature CONTENT and FORM are much rarer
than oren supposed and theore+cally modeled (Ma\hews 1991, Brown et. al. 2013, Stump 2001, 2013,
2016, Blevins 2016, Harris (To Appear) on mul+ple exponence), Corbe\ 2015, Ackerman and Bonami (To Appear), among
others)

and,

requisite segmenta&ons of internal structure into morphemic units and structural
cons&tuents are oren more ar+factual and indeterminate than recognized. (see Hocke\ 1987,
Morpurgo-Davies 1978, Ma\hews 1991, Bochner 1993, Anderson 1990, Corbe\ 2009, 2015, Stump 2016, Blevins 2016,
Bonami and Benjamin 2016, mong others).

Both reﬂect Lounsbury’s (1953) ﬁc+ve agglu+na+ve analogue as a model for structuralist
morphemic morphology.
Relatedly and worse, languages commonly
(1) have mul&ple inﬂec&onal/declensional classes, and
(2) display Zipﬁan distribu&ons of wordforms within and acrosss those classes.
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Mul&ple declension classes in Finnish (Paunonen 1976, Thymé 1993,
Thymé et.al. 1994, Ackerman et. al. 2009)

Pa\erns of form varia+on deﬁne diﬀerent declensional classes: Compare (8), (32), and
(10) with respect to Nom Sg, Gen Sg, and PartSg.
Q: Isn’t all this variability worse than useless, and arguably an impediment to learnability?

1. The numbers in the gloss column refer to declension classes as presented in the Soome-ees+ sõnaraamat (FinnishEstonian Dic+onary) Kalju Pihel & Arno Pikamäe (eds.) 1999: 758-771 Tallin: Valgus. An early explora+on of PCFP as
relates to Finnish is found in Pauonen 1976.
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It gets worse: Zipﬁan distribu&on of forms (Zipf 1935, 1949, Kornai
1992, Yang 2004, Chan 2008, Ellis and O’Donnell 2011, Kurumada et. al. 2013, Bonami and Beniamine 2015,
Blevins et. al. 2015, Finlay 2015, Lignos and Yang (to Appear), Yang (to appear) among others )
One of the most puzzling facts about human language is also one of the most basic: words occur according to
a famously systema+c frequency distribu+on such that there are few very high frequency words that account
for most of the tokens in text (e.g. “a", “the", “I", etc.), and many low frequency words (e.g. “accordion",
“catamaran", `ravioli". Piantadosi 2015: 1

No surprise that inﬂec+onal morphology follows the same distribu+on:
A few lexemes occur frequently, with skewed distribu+ons of their inﬂected
forms, and most lexemes and inﬂected forms occur rarely, if at all.
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It gets worse: Zipﬁan distribu&on of forms (Yang 2004, Chan 2008,
Ellis and O’Donnell 2011, Lingnos and Yang (to Appear), Kurumada et. al. 2013, Bonami and Beniamine 2015,
Blevins et. al. 2015, Finlay 2015, among others )

Czech Na+onal Corpus SYN2010
(Olivier Bonami p.c.)
100 million morphologically tagged words
64,302 dis+nct noun lexemes
561,668 dis+nct noun wordforms
900,228 possible wordforms (7 cases, 2
numbers)
Only 66 lexemes occur with full paradigms
No single form is observed for every lexeme
Only 110 lexemes occur in the voc.pl (but
more frequent in spoken language, same form
as nom.pl)

Larger studies reveal similar
distribu+ons in French and
Portuguese.
As corpora increase in size, they do not converge on uniformly populated paradigms. Instead, they reinforce
previously a\ested forms and classes while introducing progressively fewer new items. This distribu+on
reﬂects the fact that inﬂected variants of open-class items obey Zipf ’s law at all observed sample sizes.
Blevins et. al. To Appear.
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Old recogni&on and solu&on for mul&ple classes and
predic&on from skewed distribu&ons (Paul 1891, Anttila 1989, Wurzel
1989, Fertig 2013, among others)

Principal parts = def The principal parts of a lexeme L are a set of cells in L’s realized
paradigm from which one can categorically deduce the remaining cells in L’s realized
paradigm.
All 4 La+n declension
classes are par++oned
into 4 Principal Parts

Principal Parts are
(categorically) predic+ve
of all inﬂected
forms of a given lexeme.

(Stump and Finkel 2013: 11-13)
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A hypothesis: Principal Parts in the light of Informa&on
Theory
Morphological systems consist of words that are informa+ve about other words (Wurzel 1987
on implica+onal rela+ons and “paradigm structure constraints”)

Informa+veness is quan+ﬁable in terms of condi+onal entropy in Informa+on-Theory:
words are informa+ve about other words to a speciﬁable degree.
The categoricality of predic+veness deﬁni+onal of Principal Parts is simply a reﬂex of the
possibility that in some systems some words are associated with no unpredictability, i.e.
are fully predic+ve, with respect to their rela+ons to other (forms of) words. (see Ackerman
and Malouf 2013, 2015, Bonami and Benjamin (to appear) and Blevin (to appear for discussion)
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General formula&on of the implica&on problem: The
Paradigm Cell Filling Problem (PCFP)
Speakers of languages with complex morphology and mul+ple inﬂec+on classes confront a
large learning task whose solu+on raises fundamental ques+ons about the structure of
words, and the organiza+on of morphological systems. This task receives a general
formula+on as the Paradigm Cell Filling Problem (PCFP) in Ackerman et al. (2009):
PARADIGM CELL FILLING PROBLEM: Given exposure to an inﬂected wordform of a novel
lexeme, what licenses reliable inferences about the other wordforms in its inﬂec+onal and
deriva+onal) family?
Not much a problem for languages like English, with simple morphology, or Turkish with
agglu+na+ve morphology and straighqorward mapping between morphosyntac+c
proper+es and forms.
A central problem of morphology and learnability, though much of the literature in
morphology and learnability focuses on word (and word internal morpheme)
segmenta+on, leaving somewhat mysterious what to do with respect to produc+vity once
many inﬂected words have been learned. (Saﬀran et, al. 1996, Fedzechkina et. al. 2011, Finley and
Wiemers 2013, 2015, Gerken 2005, Gerken and Knight 2015, Gerken et. al. 2015,Gagliardi and Lidz 2014, Lidz and
Gagliardi 2015, and many others. )
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Uncertainty reduc&on
How do speakers reliably resolve/diminish uncertain+es in the selec+on of the appropriate
form for a previously unencountered word?
The problem seems increasingly diﬃcult:
(i) the larger the number of morphosyntac+c proper+es a language contains,
(ii) the greater the number of allomorphic variants it uses to encode them, and
(iii) the more extensive the conjuga+on classes and subclasses, i.e., dis+nc+ve pa\erns,
over which words can be distributed.
Morphological complexity is commonly calculated by considering these factors
Ackerman & Malouf (2013) refer to this perspec+ve on morphological typology as
Enumera&ve Complexity or E-complexity: this is the classiﬁca+on and quan+ﬁca+on of
morphological phenomena by reference to factors (i)–(iii) above, which all ﬁgure in the
formal shapes of words. (see Carstairs-Mcarthy’s Paradigm Economy Principle and the No Blur Principle for a
highly ar+culated form of this view.)
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Gesng to a solu&on for PCFP (for solu&ons within a diﬀerent theore&cal
perspec&ve see Allen et. al. , Allen

Hypothesis1: The cross-linguis+cally profuse shape varia+on in the internal structure of
wordforms and the external pa\erns of relatedness between wordforms are constrained
(in part) by implica+ve organiza+on ( = I(ntegra&ve) Complexity) among words as
quan+ﬁed in low condi+onal entropy values ( = Low Condi&onal Entropy Conjecture
(LCEC). (Ackerman and Malouf 2013, 2015)
Hypothesis2: The LCEC is one strategy of addressing the learnability of (complex)
morphological systems given the sparseness of the data reﬂected in Zipﬁan distribu+ons of
inﬂec+onal wordforms.
Hypothesis3: Given the demonstrable Sparseness of S+muli and the Richness of the S+muli
( = the curse of dimensionality (Aslin and Newport 2009:17)) morphological systems must
be organized in ways that facilitate learnability.
Hypothesis4: To understand morphological learning, one must understand inﬂec+onal
organiza+on and the LCEC is an emergent constraint shaping (many) morphological
systems. (for similar direc+ons see Racz et. al. 2015, Pater and Moreton 2012, Allen and Hanson 2016, Allen 2016,
Allen and Becker ms, Pulleyblank and Archangeli (To Appear), Wedel 2007, 2009).
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A general solu&on harking back to tradi&onal WP
Q: What should morphologists model?
Hypothesis: Words and their pa\erns of organized rela+ons (paradigm structure) are the
primary objects of morphological analysis.
Hocke\ (1967) asks: Is a compactly elegant IA analysis of complex morphological
composi+ons in Yawalmani usefully and instruc+vely replaced by the less compact WP?
To cover the complex alterna&ons of Yawelmani by principal-parts-and-paradigms would take much more space than
is occupied in the ﬁrst sec&ons of this paper by the morphophoneme-and-rewrite-rule presenta&on. But there would
be a net gain in realism, for the student of the language would now be required to produce new forms in exactly the
way the na&ve user of the language produces or recognizes them-by analogy. There would remain this diﬀerence: the
situa+on for the student is ar+ﬁcially simpliﬁed. He is enabled to operate, in his analogizing, in terms of a neat minimal
set of reference paradigms and a ﬁxed point-of-departure set of principal parts. The na&ve user of the language, of
course, does not do this. He operates in terms of all sorts of internally stored paradigms, many of them doubtless only
par&al; and he may ﬁrst encounter a new basic verb in any of its inﬂected forms. For the na&ve user, the forms that
we have for convenience selected to be our 'principal parts' have no such favored posi&on. They are as likely to be
created analogically, as needed, as are any of the other forms. HockeO 1967:221
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A general perspec&ve harking back to tradi&onal WP
This concurs with Chomsky’s favorable view of WP over IA and his argued dispreference
for the “ill-advised” constructs required in morpheme-based proposals:
“I know of no compensa+ng advantage for the modern descrip+ve reanalysis of tradi+onal paradigma+c
formula+ons in term of morpheme sequences. This [= morphemic analysis - FA] seems, therefore to be an illadvised theore&cal innova&on... It seems that in inﬂec+onal systems, the paradigma+c analysis has many
advantages and is to be preferred … It is diﬃcult to say anything more deﬁnite, since there have been so few
aOempts to give precise and principled descrip&on of inﬂec&onal systems in a way that would have some bearing
on the theore&cal issues involved here.” (Chomsky 1965:174)

But,
a) 51 years have passed.
b) Many paradigma+c approaches have been developed and applied with rigor and
precision over wide varie+es of phenomena and broad arrays of languages, so
c) it is no longer “diﬃcult to say anything more deﬁnite.”
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…words are not merely wholes made up of
parts, but are themselves construable as
parts with respect to systems of forms in
which they par&cipate.
MaOhews (1991:204)

2. Words and Paradigms as Part/Whole rela&ons:
Uralic and Western Nilo&c
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Part/whole rela&ons: The internal structure of words
Internal composi&on of words: words are commonly the smallest units of meanings (see
Robins 1959, Ma\hews 1991, Blevins 2016).

Cross-linguis+c importance of internal structure for morphology is not in the iden+ﬁca+on
of exponents for meaningful bits, i.e., morphemes and oren not in cons+tuent structure,
but in ways that the organiza+on of exponents facilitate pa\erns of discriminability that
help to dis+nguish and relate (classes of) words.
Some+mes, this involves (semi-)classic morphemic composi+on, but more commonly it
requires considering words as recombinant gestalts, i.e., wholes consis+ng of
conﬁgura+ons of redeployed elements (segmental, suprasegmental) that each alone do
not contribute invariant meanings independent of the word contexts in which they occur.
External paOerns of word distribu&on: rela+ons between words as instruc+ve as
instruc+ve about morphological organiza+on.
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Part/whole rela&ons1: Internal composi&on of words
Hungarian (Uralic) nominal morphology:
Stemadj-NOMLZ-POSS-CASE

Morphotac+cs

1. bátor- ság- om- ról
‘about my bravery‘
Hungarian: (classic) agglu+na+on of morphemic suﬃxes to lexical stems
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Part/whole rela&ons1: Internal composi&on of words
Mari (Uralic) verbal morphology: singular 2nd past paradigms for kol ‘die’.
1st past aﬃrma+ve

1st past nega+ve

1 kolə̂-s̆-ə̂m `I died

s̆-ə̂m kolə̂ `I didn’t die’

2 kolə̂-s̆-ə̂c

`you died‘

s̆-ə̂c kolə̂

`you didn’t die’

3 kolə̂-s̆

`s/he died‘

ə̂s ̆ kolə̂

`s/he didn’t die’

Synthe&c expression

Periphras&c expression

The same pieces deployed in diﬀerent morphological conﬁgura+ons convey diﬀerent
polarity values for verbs: they take on diﬀerent func+ons in the word context in which they
occur.
The organiza+on (gestalt) of the elements is as important as the elements themselves.
Mari is morphologically more E-complex than English, since it has morphological markers
for several past tenses and person/number, as well as diﬀerent paradigms for aﬃrma+ve
and nega+ve polarity.
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Part/whole rela&ons1: Internal composi&on of words
Agar dialect of Dinka (Eastern Nilo+c) nominal morphology: Andersen (2014) (see also
Remijsen 2005, Ladd et. al. 2009, Storch 2005, among others)

Case and number dis+nguished by word internal interac+ons among four parameters: (i)
vowel length, (ii) tone, (iii) voice quality of the vowel, and (iv) vowel quality alterna&on
grade.
Mirror image pa\erning:
Singular for ‘elbow’ has triple length for its
vowels and low tone while this is the word
internal pa\ern for the plural of ‘thigh’.
The double length vowels and low tone for
the singular of ‘thigh’ parallels the same
pa\ern for the plural of ‘elbow’.

Contrasts between (pairs of) words disclose the pa\erned nature of morphological
organiza+on.
Dinka is morphologically more E-complex than English, since it has many more strategies
26
for expressing number contrasts.
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Shilluk (Western Nilo&c) (Remijsen & Ayoker 2014)
Shilluk presents a rich system of morphological marking with a small segmental footprint. Morphological exponence is
characterized not by the concatena+on of discrete morphemes, but rather by a stacking of morphological opera+ons
within a conﬁned domain, consis+ng of the stem and a limited window of aﬃxes. In such a system, morphological
marking is restricted by the fact that the stem syllable can have only one speciﬁca+on each for tone, length, vowel
quality, ATR, and the stem-ﬁnal consonant, and these speciﬁca+ons need to convey both lexical and morphological
informa+on. One way in which the use of these resources is maximized is through distributed exponence, whereby a
morphophonological pa\ern realizes two morphosyntac+c values. Remijen et. al. To Appear: 17
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Some Shilluk verb classes (Remijsen & Ayoker 2014)
Remijsen et. al. To Appear: 17
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Part/whole rela&ons1: Internal composi&on of words
Dis+nc+ve forms

First declension par++ves in Estonian (Blevins 2016:83)
All of the forms are discriminably dis+nct, exhibi+ng the same pa\erns of dis+nc+veness,
including pa\erns of syncre+sm for Part Sg and Ill Sg.

First declension stems and theme vowels
There are no pieces of form that are uniquely associated with morphosyntac+c case and
number proper+es, but there is a set of phonological resources that get reused to create
dis+nc+ve wordshapes.
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Part/whole rela&ons1: Summary
Internal structure: discrimina+ve func+on, not a (necessarily) composi+onal func+on:
dis+nguishing words from one another or via syncre+sms iden+fying pa\erns of iden+ty.
The word is frequently the smallest meaningful unit and the pa\erns that characterize and
dis+nguish (types of) words makes words discriminable from one another:
Words are made up of reused pieces reconﬁgured to serve diﬀerent purposes and to
facilitate discriminability among words: Gurevich (2006:44) on Georgian
The meaning of the whole word licenses the exponents to be used, but there is no precondi+on that the meanings of the
exponents have to combine to comprise the meaning of the whole. Composi&onality may, indeed, emerge, but as a side
product rather than a central principle, or perhaps as an eﬀec&ve learning strategy. The whole itself may contribute
meaning to the meanings of the parts, or may override the meanings of the parts.

The adop+on of words as independent and necessary units of analysis also permits words,
in turn, to be parts of larger systems.
Consequence of permiƒng words to be contrasted with words: the possibility of
discovering morphological organiza+on (paradigma+c systems or informa+on niches) in
the systems of rela+ons between words.
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Part/Whole rela&ons2: External paOerns of word
distribu&on
Blevins 2006: 549

Blevins 2006: 551

Pervasive pa\erns
of implica+ve
interdependencies
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Cool data, but so what?
Pesetsky (2009:464 ) expresses appropriate skep+cism about similar “cabinets of
curiosi+es” iden+ﬁed in Evans and Levinson’s (2009) against language universals,
since the importance of unusual variants of familiar construc+ons w/o analysis is
hard to evaluate.
So, what sort of analysis can be developed?
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3. Quan&fying rela&ons between words: Pite Saami
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Pite Saami
All natural languages show a certain degree of what Baerman et al. (2010:2) call
“gratuitous” morphological complexity and Wurzel (1986:76) describes as “ballast” in the
linguis+c system.
Pite Saami has eight
Pite Saami (Wilbur 2014: 109)
nominal declensions
showing dis+nct grade
and suﬃx pa\erns.
Since the assignment of
lexical items to par+cular
declensions
is largely arbitrary (though
inﬂuenced by
phonological factors),
these classes add
complexity to the
inﬂec+onal system in a
way that serves no
(evident) communica+ve
purpose.
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Extracted paOern of form varia&on distribu&on
Pite Saami (Wilbur 2014: 102)

Pa\ern of stem and aﬃx varia+on (stems par++on the inﬂec+onal feature space ( Bonami and Boyé
2006, 2007) )
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Informa&on-Theore&c insights
Q: What poten+ates the learnability of the system?
A: Systemic rela+ons among words organized in terms of low condi+onal entropies, i.e.,
the predictability of an unknown form, given knowledge of another form of that word.
H: Quan+fy “predic+on” or as a reduc+on in uncertainty, or informa+on entropy (Shannon
1948)
Complex inﬂec+onal systems are organized in ways that facilitate the reliable guessing
from known forms to unknown forms and this organiza+on can be made visible by using
Informa+on-Theore+c measures of Entropy and Condi&onal Entropy.
What we need to know:
1) The Paradigm Cell Entropy for each cell i.e., how the choices of exponents for each cell
can be calculated in terms of the degree to which a choice between them is uncertain.
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Informa&on-Theore&c insights3
(2) the Condi&onal Entropy between pairs of cells, so that we can determine how much
the knowledge of the form in one cell reduces the uncertainty associated with selec+ng a
paired cell, H(Y|X)
How much informa+on does the presence of X have for predic+ng Y, or how surprised are
we that given X we get Y?
What’s important is surprisal: measure of the amount of informa+on expressed by a
par+cular outcome measured in bits, where 1 bit is a choice between 2 equiprobable
outcomes.3
The intui+on: Outcomes which are less probable (harder to predict and more uncertain)
have higher surprisal,
Surprisal is 0 bits for outcomes which always occur (p(x) = 1) and approaches ∞ for very
unlikely events (as p(x) approaches 0.
3) The Average Condi&onal Entropy as the averaged sum of all of the pairwise condi+onal
entropies provides us with a general “interpredictablity between forms” measure.
3. For present purposes we will assume all of the tasks below reﬂect equiprobable distribu+ons. This actually provides
the upper bound of entropy values with frequency informa+on and/or seman+c and phonological condi+ons likely
reducing entropy (see references for explora+ons along these lines)
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Calcula&ng Paradigm Cell Entropy
Compara+ve Declension Classes in Pite Saami (Wilbur 2014: 109)

Cells can be realized by diﬀerent numbers of allomorphs: Illa+ve
singular has 5 allomorphs.
Given equiprobability assump+ons, the more the number of
choices, the higher the entropy. (for more realis+c assump+ons see Ackerman
et. al. 2009, Bonami 2015, Sims 2016, among others)

Each member of a realiza+on set is associated with an entropy value
reﬂec+ng the degree of surprise of its selec+on.
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An (un)realis&c task and its entropies: Paradigm Cell
Entropy
A speaker’s task: Guess the wordform for a speciﬁc cell.
This will depend on the number of possible realiza+ons for each cell:
Illa+ve singular only has ﬁve possible realiza+ons and an entropy of 2.250 bits, while
the most diverse cells have an entropy at 3.00 bits ( = 8 choices)

Average entropy across all cells is 2.66; this average is a measure of how diﬃcult it is for a
speaker to guess the realiza+on of any one wordform of any par+cular lexeme in the
absence of any informa+on about that lexeme’s declension = Paradigm cell entropy
An entropy of 2.66 bits is equivalent to selec+ng among only 22.26 = 6.31 equally likely
alterna+ves:
Pite Saami has eight declensions, but selec+ng the realiza+on for a par+cular wordform of
a lexeme is as diﬃcult as a choice among a li\le more than six equally likely alterna+ves.
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A realis&c speaker’s task: Condi&onal Entropy
Quan+fying the predictability of one form given the other: measure the size of the surprise
associated with these forms using condi+onal entropy H (Y|X), the uncertainty in the value
of Y given that we already know the value of X:

It measures how much entropy remains for a given form in a given cell if a form in another
cell is already known.
The point: The smaller H(Y|X) is, the more predictable Y is on the basis of X, i.e., the less
surprised one is that Y is selected given knowledge of X.
Where X completely determines Y, the condi+onal entropy X(Y|X) is 0 bits: given the value
of X, there is no ques+on remaining as to what the value of Y is. (Think of Principal Parts)
But, if X gives us no informa+on about Y at all, the condi+onal entropy X(Y|X) is equal to
H(Y): given the value of X, we are just as uncertain about the value of Y as we would be
without knowing X at all.
40
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Average Condi&onal Entropies in Pite Saami
For Pite Saami example, H(P) is
0.116 bits, equivalent to a
choice among only 20.116 = 1.08
equally likely declensions.
While Pite Saami has eight
nominal declensions from the
point of view of a lexicographer
trying to describe the
language, for a speaker trying
to use the system it has on
average only slightly more than
one: this is the I(ntegra+ve)complexity of this paradigm.
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Provides a quan+ta+ve
measure of the descrip+ons
and insights about paradigm
structure (Wurzel 1989,
Ma\hews 1991) and a way to
calculate I-complexity of
system.

Iden&fying degrees of informa&vity
Columns averages E[col] are a
measure of predictedness, or
how diﬃcult it is to guess the
realiza+on of a cell (on average)
given knowledge of some other
cell
Row averages indicate a cell’s
predic&veness: the average
uncertainty in another
paradigm cell given knowledge
of that cell.
The nomina+ve singular is very
predic+ve but harder to predict:
on its basis all other forms
are completely predictable,
making it a principal part in the
classical sense.
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I-complexity generaliza&ons across languages?2

The Low Entropy Conjecture is the predic+on that languages will show low average
condi+onal entropy along the lines discovered for these languages.
Ackerman & Malouf (2013) refer to this measure as calcula+ng the I(-ntegra+ve)complexity of a morphological system: it is measure of transparency of the rela+ons of
pa\erns of words in paradigm.
2. Addi+onal conﬁrming empirical results: Pite Saami (Ackerman and Malouf above), Estonian (Blevins, Baerman), Tundra
Nenets (Ackerman et al.), Tlingit (Cable), Murrinhpatha (Mansﬁeld and Nordlinger), Portuguese (Bonami and Luis),
French (Bonami and Beniamine), Nuer (Baerman), Voro (Baerman), Palantla Chinantec and Kadiweu (Sims and Parker).
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Observa&ons
The LCEC reﬂects a strategy for how complex morphological systems are organized in
a way to insure learnability, despite luxuriant E-complexity (many diﬀerent forms,
many diﬀerent classes) and skewed Zipﬁan distribu+on of sparse s+muli.
Represents the discovery of a robust principle, a sta+s+cal language universal, of
cross-linguis+c morphological organiza+on that only becomes clear when the
internal structure of words and their external distribu+ons are recognized as primary
theore+cal objects of analysis - words are not epiphenomena.
Morphological systems must be simple in ways that allow them to be learned and
used by na+ve speakers, irrespec+ve of how complex words and paradigms may
appear according to external measures.
Speakers must generalize beyond their direct experience:
Morphological systems must permit speakers to make accurate guesses about
unknown forms of lexemes based on only a small sample of known forms.
This is the Integra&ve Complexity of a system: the rela+ve informa+vity associated
with each form and how this deﬁnes language par+cular pa\erns of
interpredictability between forms.
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An important observa&on concerning word internal
structure
Results do not depend on (universal) assump+ons about par+cular formal proper+es
of words, only on whether a speaker can discriminate between two forms:
speciﬁc form type, either synthe+c or periphras+c, and the manner of discrimina+on
(whether by aﬃxes, tones, stress, ablaut, or ensembles of these) is irrelevant, as
long as for the forms are discriminable from one another.
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An important observa&on concerning word internal
structure
A (hypothe+cal) straighqorwardly agglu+na+ve language has an average condi+onal
entropy of 0 bits, as expected:

as does a hypothe+cal fusional language.
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Organized or accidental mappings? Monte Carlo
Simula&ons
Simula+ons compare the entropies associated with actual

Language
Fur
Pite-Saami
Russian

Declensions

Cells Realiza&ons Paradigm Bootstap Bootstrap
entropy
Avg
p
19
12
80
0.517
1.316
0.001
8
14
70
0.116
0.322
0.001
4
12
26
0.538
0.541
0.383

Fur

Pite-Saami

Results based on uniform type frequencies (Malouf and Ackerman
2010, 2013, 2015)
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4. Back to Finnish
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Finnish implica&ve organiza&on (Ackerman et. al. 2009)

Given s+mulus tuohta ‘birchbark (part.sg)’, there is correct assignment to class 32 based
on the analogical propor+on kuusta : tuohta :: kuusi : TUOHI .
If the s+mulus is a non-diagnos+c wordform, correct class assignment is underdetermined.
S+mulus nuken ‘puppet (gen.sg)’ could be assigned either to class 9 or class 8, based on
the compe+ng analogical propor+ons nallen : nuken :: nalle : NUKKE versus oven :
nuken :: ovi : NUKKI.
If the s+muli comprise the pair nuken ‘puppet (gen.sg)’ and nukkeja ‘puppet (part.pl)’, then
there correct assignment of this word to class 9. ( = joint entropy (Bonami and Beniamine 2015,
1. The numbers in the Class column refer to declension classes as presented in the Soome-ees+ sõnaraamat (FinnishEstonian Dic+onary) Kalju Pihel & Arno Pikamäe (eds.) 1999. Tallin: Valgus.
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Finnish implica&ve organiza&on (Ackerman et. al. 2009)

Most Predicted

Most Predictive

Most Predictive

Most Predicted
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5. Conclusions
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Current direc&ons
(1) iden+fy larger data sets supplemented with frequency informa+on to serve as objects
of measurement to replace the measurement of forms derived from descrip+ve
grammars, as well as developing appropriate tools for their measurement (Bonami 2014, Boye
ms., Sims 2015, Bonami & Beniamine 2015, Baerman on Seri (to appear), among others)

(2) more carefully explore the nature of the phonological/phone+c s+muli cons+tu+ve of
word internal structure and, more generally, inquire about the appropriate forms that
words as objects of analysis should take = morphophone+cs (Lehiste 1972, Kemps et al. 2005, Blazej
& Cohen-Goldberg 2015, Seyfarth et al. 2015, Plag et. al. 2015, among others)

(3) explore how analogical inference may rely upon implica+ve organiza+on in the
learning of complex morphological systems (Baayen & Ramscar 2015, Ramscar et al. 2015), and
(4) iden+fy cross-linguis+c generaliza+ons concerning possible constraints on the
organiza+on of morphological systems (Stump & Finkel 2013, Baerman et al. 2015, Ackerman & Malouf
2015, Sims & Parker to appear).
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And the end of all our exploring
Will be to arrive where we started
And know the place for the ﬁrst &me.
T. Eliot LiOle Gidding V

The big ques+on:
Q1: What ensures the learnability of complex inﬂec+onal systems?
A1: (Partly) the inferen+al organiza+on that emerges and inheres in complex
inﬂec+onal systems: I-complexity as constrained by the Low Entropy Conjecture.
Contributory ques+ons:
Q2:
A1:
Q3:
A3:
Q4:
A4:

What is the nature of word internal structure?
Discrimina+ve
What is the nature of paradigm organiza+on?
Implica+ve
What is the nature of learning as it relates to paradigm organiza+on?
Analogical (implicit in today’s presenta+on, but see pa\ern generaliza+on literature on sta+s+cal

learning)
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A surprisingly simple case
In Chiquihuitlán Mazatec, verbs are marked for person and aspect
by a combina+on of tones, ﬁnal vowel, and stem forma+ve
(Jamieson 1982, Capen 1996, Baerman & Corbe\ 2010)
Posi+ve paradigm for ba3se2 ‘remember’
NEUTRAL
SG

1INCL
1
2
3

INCOMPLETIVE
PL

ča2sẽ2
ba3sæ1
ča2sĩ24
ča2se2
ča2sũ2
ba3se2
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SG

PL

ča2sẽ42
kua3sæ1 ča4sĩ24
ča4se2
ča4sũ2
kua4se2

-s- ‘remember’

NEUTRAL

INCOMPLETIVE

SG

Tone class B31

PL

1INCL

4-42

1

3-1

2-24

3-1

4-24

2

2-2

2-2

4-2

4-2

3-2

4-2

NEUTRAL

INCOMPLETIVE

SG

PL

1INCL

SG

PL

-ẽ

-ẽ

1

-æ

-ĩ

-æ

-ĩ

2

-e

-ũ

-e

-ũ

3

-e

-e

NEUTRAL

INCOMPLETIVE

SG

Stem-forma+ve 11

PL

2-2

3

Final vowel -e

SG

PL

1INCL

SG

PL

ča-

ča-

1

ba-

ča-

kua-

ča-

2

ča-

ča-

ča-

ča-

3

ba55

kua-

Implica&onal rela&ons
Each of these separate inﬂec+onal systems show considerable
complexity

Each lexical item is a member of some conjunc+on in each of these
three systems
There are poten+ally 6×10×18=1,080 meta-conjuga+ons
Baerman & Corbe\ report that 109 are a\ested in Capen (1996)
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Implica&onal rela&ons
These appear to be independent systems of inﬂec+on classes
By Baerman & Corbe\’s count, most joint conjuga+ons have only
one or two members; the most frequent has 22
Knowing which class a lexeme belongs to in one dimension
provides rela+vely li\le informa+on about another dimension:
Expected entropy for choosing a class in a dimension is 2.469
bits
Expected condi+onal entropy for choosing a class in a
dimension knowing the class in another dimension is 2.154 bits
Jamieson oﬀers diachronic explana+ons for the development of this
complexity, but how is it maintained?
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Implica&onal rela&ons
Consider a less abstract problem: given the stem forma+ve, ﬁnal
vowel, and tone pa\ern of a wordform, guess the stem forma+ve,
ﬁnal vowel, and tone pa\ern for some other wordform
This turns out to be much easier: for the posi+ve neutral forms, the
expected entropy is 4.920 bits but the paradigm entropy is only
0.709 bits
Every word form provides informa+on about all three dimensions
Jamieson’s inﬂec+on classes show a high degree of inter-paradigm
syncre+sm, so lis+ng lexemes by class greatly overstates the
varia+on
Compared to Modern Greek, wri+ng a dic+onary of Chiquihuitlán
Mazatec is signiﬁcantly harder (E-complexity), but speaking it isn’t
(I-simplicity)
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Some caveats
Entropy calcula+ons depend on many, many assump+ons
Iden+ﬁca+on and enumera+on of forms
Frequencies of lexemes and wordforms
Choice of (sub-)paradigms
Generalizing from a single, randomly selected form
The numbers should be interpreted with this in mind
What is clear, however, is that paradigm entropies are much lower
than they could be
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Tes&ng entropy claims
The implica+onal structure of the paradigms is crucial to reducing
paradigm entropy
How can we test this?
Null hypothesis: Paradigm entropy of language L is
independent of paradigm organiza+on
If this is true, then L0, a version L with the same forms and the
same classes but a diﬀerent organiza+on, should have more or
less the same paradigm entropy
Bootstrap test: sample with replacement from the space of
possible L0’s, and compare to the observed L
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Chiquihuitlán Mazatec

Percent of Total

20

15

10

5

0

0.7

0.8

0.9

1.0

Paradigm entropy (bits)
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1.1

1.2

Language

Amele
Arapesh
Burmeso
Fur
Greek
Kwerba
Mazatec
Ngi+
Nuer
Russian

Cells

Realiza&ons Declensions

3
2
12
12
8
12
6
16
6
12

31
41
24
80
12
26
356
68
12
26

24
26
2
19
8
4
109
10
16
4

Declension
entropy

Expected
entropy

Paradigm
entropy

Bootstap
Avg

Bootstrap p

4.585 2.88213807108
1.10533067952
1.32749714946
4.700 4.07053803541
0.629901682734
0.629901682734
1.000
1
0
0
4.248 2.39476245452
0.516880844356
1.31619569963
3.000
1.621
0.644
0.891
2.000 0.863972395563
0.42803030303
0.522673331721
6.768
4.92
0.709
1.1
3.322 1.93664164833
0.483992896869
1.01926185459
4.000 0.863675820139
0.792613092222
0.810940247458
2.000 0.911152864448
0.537525639258
0.541181039402
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0.001
1
1
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.16
0.383

External factors
Amele (Roberts 1987) is described in WALS as having 31 diﬀerent
classes of possessive suﬃxes plus a postposi+on
Hein and Müller (2009) argue that factoring out phonologically
predictable alterna+ons reduces this to 23 suﬃxed classes
H & M’s paradigms have an entropy of 1.105 bits!
But, some facts:
Possessive suﬃxes only apply to a closed class of 109 inalienably
possessed nouns
A combina+on of almost (but not quite) categorical seman+c and
phonological pa\erns generate most of the classes
Many classes have only a single member
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Prospects
Paradigm entropy measures the complexity of a paradigm with
respect to the Paradigm Cell Filling Problem
There are many ways that morphological systems can be Ecomplex, but (perhaps) only one basic principle of I-Simplicity,
though many ways to get there.
Ques+ons:
What is the range of paradigm entropies in real typologically
diverse languages?
What are the ways that paradigms can be organized to manage
complexity (and keep paradigm entropy low)?
Are there other aspects of morphological simplicity that can be
quan+ﬁed?
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